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Gender Discrimination in a State Bureaucracy:
The Perceptions of Texas Public Administrators

Jeanie R Stanley
University of Texas at Tyler
Gender discrimination. with few exceptions, is inconsistent with tenets of effective democratic government, representative bureaucracy, and merit based employment and promotion. 1
An overview of the relative status of men and women employed
in the Texas state bureaucracy substantiates claims of pervasive
gender discrimination. Institutional descriptions. however, do
not adequately identify contributory factors or the process by
which discrimination occurs. A 1986 survey of high level Texas
public administrators reveals perceptions of widespread gender
discrimination resulting from institutional, interpersonal. and
behavioral factors. The complexity of discrimination repudiates
simplistic or one dimensional solutions, but there is support
among these administrators for several relevant workplace reforms.
Status of Men and Women in the Texas State Bureaucracy
Horizontal and vertical job segregation in the Texas
bureaucracy by gender is pervasive. A majority of the state's full
time employees are female but women are concentrated in the
lower paid, lower power status Jobs. Women are particularly
underrepresented in executive and administrative ranks.
Job segregation by gender is compounded by pay inequities. A study of five large state agencies completed by the
Communications Workers of America and the Texas State
Employees Union concludes that the state classification scheme
consistently undervalues and, therefore, underpays women's
work. 2 The study estimates that a 300/4wage gap exists among
state employees in comparable positions. 3 Whereas 62% of
female state employees earn less than $16,000 a year. 7 4% of the
male employees are paid $16,000 or more. Vertz estimates the
correlation between gender and salary to be .4. 4
Study of Texas Public Administrators
As the above gender patterns are inconsistent with
generally accepted tenets of representative government and
merit based employment, a study of high level Texas public
administrators was conducted in 1986 to identify barriers to the
advancement of women, as well as possible strategies to reduce
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Table 1
Salaries and Occupations of Full-Time
Texas State Employees Compared According to Sex
Male
Number Percent

Female
Number Percent

Salary
Less than $8000
$8,000-11,999
12,000-15,000
16,000-19,000
20,000 -24,000
25,000 -32,999
33,000-42.999
43,000 and over

21
1919
7960
7305
15,363
10,703
5060
2169

41.2
33.1
32 .0
40 . 1
60.9
59.6
66 .2
80.8

30
3882
16,901
10,931
9853
7270
2581
516

58.8
66.9
68.0
59.9
39. l
40.4
33 .8
19.2

Occupation
Service-Maintenance
Skilled Craft
Administrative Support
Para-Professional
Protective Service
TEchnician
Professional
Adminlstrator

2810
8332
1425
4069
10,885
5934
14.677
2368

55.8
95.5
8.0
25 .4
85.9
55 .8
51.6
4.7

2225
396
16,324
11,9 70
1781
4708
13,766
794

44 .2
4.5
92.0
74.6
14. I
44 .2
48.4
25 . I

All Categories

50,500

49.3

51,964

50.7

Source:

Office of the Governor, Office of Equal Employment

Opportunlty

observed inequities. 5 The responses of 117 women and 130 men
from a random sample of 400 state employees classified at the
equivalent of grade 19 (of 21 grades) or above indicate current
and past gender discrimination. The reasons for such discrimination are not readily apparent. There are few significant gender
differences in background characteristics. job qualifications, or
career paths. Domestic responsibilities. however. continue to
impede the careers of women more than those of men . Finally.
most Texas administrators are supportive of reforms to address
certain domestic and institutional constraints and appear receptive to female advancement.
Gender Dlscrlmlnatlon:

The Perceptions

of Mmlnlstrators

Texas administrators suggest that gender discrimination, though often subtle or informal. is widespread. Women are
significantly more likely than men to have experienced or heard
about a Wide variety of discriminatory behaviors. Among female
administrators. 7% have experienced unwelcome sexual ad-
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vances, 11% have been requested to grant sexual favors, and
16% have experienced other offensive conduct of a sexual nature.
Only 2% of the male adminiStrators have experienced any such
offenses.
Table 2
Discriminatory Behaviors Experienced or Heard About by Sex
Texaa Public Administrators,
Grades 19 and Above, 1986
(N• 130 Males, 117 Females)

Experienced
Female Male

Discri.mina tory

eictlac

Heard About
Female Male

Unjustly denied travel
opportunities

23%

20%

42%"

26%"

Unjustly denied professional development

26·

11•

40

30

11

10

27•

13•

Denied access to top
administrators

22•

12·

41•

27•

Unreasonable exclusion from
important decision making

43•

21•

43

32

Unjustly denied a job or
promotion due to unreasonable
or unnecessary criteria

11•

10•

34

27

Denied performance

22•

10•

25•

16·

47•

33•

42•

30•

Assigned demeaning or
inappropriate tasks by
superiors

35•

14•

39

39

Not given credit for ideas

58·

30•

47

37

Offensive verbal behavior

35•

16·

41

39

Denied opportunities to
participate in professional
organizations

Overtasked

appraisals

compared to others

7•

o•

29

19

Requests for sexual favors

11 •

2•

27

21

Other offensive conduct of
sexual nature

16·

2•

28·

15•

Unwelcome sexual advances

•p=.05
Source:

Jeanie R Stanley, The University of Texas at 1yler
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Gender discrimination, however, encompasses far more
than sexual offenses. Over a third of the women. compared to
16% of the men. have experienced offensive verbal behavior. A
majority of women (58%). but only a third of the men, report that
they are not given credit for their ideas. Women are no more likely
than men to feel left out of discussions, but female administrators are more likely to be denied access to top administrators
(22% women; 12% men) and excluded from important decision
making (53% women; 27% men). Women are significantly more
likely than men to report being denied travel and prof esslonal
development opportunities. Women (22%), more than men (10%),
have been denied performance appraisals or feel that they have
been denied a job or promotion because of unreasonable job
criteria (17% of women: W 0/4 of men). Almost a third of the women
(29%) and and 17% of the men believe that they have been
discriminated against in either hiring or promotions. Not surprisingly. women respondents make significantly lower salaries
than men during current and previous positions.
Close to half of the women (47%) report being overtasked
compared to 33% of the men, and a third of the fem ale administrators (14% of the men) are assigned inappropriate or demeaning tasks. Only with respect to discrimination
against white
males do men report greater awareness.
These findings are consistent with other studies in the
private and public sectors. 6 A WaUStreetJoumaland Gallup Poll
sutvey of 722 executive women at vice-president or higher
observed the following:
Bmb agreed there were disadvantages to being female in
business
6m6 said their views were not respected as much as those
of males
5m6 said male co-workers treated them differently. with
71% of those saying differently meant negatively
37% concurred they were judged on appearance and
dress more than men
29% thought their personal lives were scrutinized more
closely than men
6m6 felt cut off from social conversation and activities
among male colleagues 7
The perceptions of the Texas administrators and high
level private sector executives have special significance as they
are the men and women who have "made it" under the system
they describe. In addition, they have the potential to change the
inequities of that system. Such change, however. will be based on
their perceptions of why gender inequities occur.
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Table 3
Attitudin .al Support for Affirmative Action Among Texas
Public Adminiatratora by Se.1:, Grades 19 and Above, 1986
(N•l30 Males, 117 Females)

Attitude
Employees in state
government should re fleet the ethnic make up of the population

% Supportive
Female Male

Mean Response
Female Male

Tau

c•

44%

38%

3.2

3.1

-.08

47

30

3 .3

2 .9

-.22•

Females should receive
preference where appli cants are of equal abili 52
1y and females are under represented in department

37

3.4

2 .9

-.21 •

50

45

3.3

3.1

-.09

White males in this state
are discriminated against
in hiring and promotion

21

48

2 .4

3.4

.43*

I have been discriminated
against in hiring or pro motion

29

18

2.6

2.2

-. 13*

I support workplace issues
related to flexible work
75
schedules

73

4.3

3 .4

-. ts•

I support pay equl1y

100

88

4 .8

4 .4

-. 35*

I support job sharing

71

54

4.1

3 .6

-.26*

I support workplace issues
related to child care
80

44

4.3

3 .4

-.43*

Employees in state
government should re fleet the gender makeup of the population

Minorities should
preference where
cants are of equal
1y and minorities
underrepresented
department

receive
appli abili are
in

•p= .05
Source: Jeanie R Stanley, the Universl1y of Texas at Tyler
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Gender Differences in Job Qualifications and Career Paths
Merit employment assumes that salary and other employment differentials likely occur because of variance in qualiflcations. including education and prior career experience. Af firmative action policies may move women and minorities into
positions for which they are less qualified than male colleagues.
Resentment by more qualified colleagues may result in countervailing gender discrimination. The Texas study, however, does
not support this explanation .
Table 4
Gi:nder Difference■ in the Last Four Positions of
Texas Public Administrators, Grades 19 &: above, 1986
(N•l30 Male ■ , 117 Females}

Sex

Average Number of
Fe m al e
Male

Second
Position

Current
Po sition
Year■

Third
Position

Fou r th
Position

in Position

3.83°
5.17°

3.34°
4 .50•

2.63°
3.80°

2.75·
3 .87·

$37 ,773°
$41 ,887°

$29,200°
$32,931 •

$23,435
$25,745

$18,000
$21 ,221

31.0
32.2

28.3
29 .4

2 .9•
12.1 •

4.0
5.8

Salary
Fem ale
Male

Average Age When Taking Positions
Femal e
Male

36 .8°
40.7

Average Number o.f
Fem ale
Mal e

12 .4
22 .2

33.5°
36 .3°
Employee■

Supervised

11.8•
15 .9°

•p= .05
So urce: J ea n ie R Stanley, The University of Texas at Tyler

There are few significant gender dilierences in the general
background of the Texas public administrators. Approximately
85% of the sample are Caucasian, and two-thirds have college
degrees . Although there are more females (19.9%) than males
(14.8%) among the 34.7% of the general state workforce identified as minorities, gender differences in ethnicity among the 15%
minority high level administrators are not suflkient to suggest a
"two-fer" trend. 8 Rather. minority women may be victims of dual
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discrimination. 9 Slightly more women than men have completed
bachelor's and master's degrees; the opposite is true with regard
to doctoral work.
Other studies report that women are less likely than men
to consciously plan their careers or to understand the dynamics
of career progression. 10 Deference to the spouse's career or child
care may negatively affect women's vertical mobility. 11 The Texas
study. however. does not indicate such gender differences.
Women are no more likely than men to experience horizontal
mobility. In terms of pay. grade. and responsibility. most men
and women have been moving vertically in their careers. Most
women. as well as men. have worked full time in the Texas public
sector in all four of their previous positions.
Probably due to the increased appointment and promotion of women by several statewide officials elected in 1982,
Texas women are significantly more likely to consider campaign
involvement and political aide experience as important to their
careers. Conversely. over 40% of the males characterized their
political involvement as hindering their careers. The absence of
a state civil service and the concomitant importance of political
appointive power. as well as recent gender patterns in partisan
politics in Texas. may explain the gender differences in Texas.
Governor Mark White. elected in 1982 (and subsequently defeated in 1986). received an 11% greater vote preference from
Table 5
Contribution of Political Experience to Careers of Texas
Public Administrators,
Grades 19 and Above, by Sex, 1986
(N•l30 Males, 117 Females)

Political Cmeaign
Experience•

Political Aide
Experience••

Female

Male

Female

Male

Greatly Helped Career

32%

19%

43%

22%

Helped Career

27%

13%

29%

11%

Neutral Impact

36%

31%

29%

22 %

0%

6%

0%

22 %

5%

31%

0%

22 %

Hindered

Career

Greatly Hindered Career

"Tau C=- .39 , p - .02
•"Tau C= -.47, p=.02
Source: Jeanie R Stanley, the University of Texas at Tyler
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women than men. 12 Governor White and other state olTicials
InStituted aggressive affirmative action policies favoring the
promotion of women and minorities.
Texas women have moved up faster and at an earlier age
in their careers than men, but they are paid less and supervise
fewer employees. Women have spent an average of one year less
than men in each of their last four positions. When women
entered their fourth most recent position, they were on the
average of one year younger than men, with the gap increasing
to almost four years in their current job. Men have supervised
significantly more employees throughout their careers. Over
56% of the women supervise four or less employees in their
current position, compared to 38% of the male supervisors . In
their last four positions, the mean salary paid to female administrators has ranged from 87% to 91 % of the mean salary paid
male administrators. In dollars, the difference has ranged from
a low of $2310 during the third most recent positions to a high
of $4114 in current positions. The additional supervisory responsibilities given to men and the greater number of years in
position may account for their greater salary. The reports of
gender discrimination by female administrators, as well as
gender differences in domestic constraints, suggest alternative
explanations .
Table 6
Gender Differences in Number of Employees Supervised
Texas Public Administrators, Grades 19 and Above,
During the Last Four Positions, 1986
(Nsl30 Males, 117 Females)
Num be r of
Em ploy ees
S u pervi se d
0 - 4
5 - 19
20 and a bov e

Current
Position•
F
M
56.4 % 38 .0%
29.l
41.9
14 .5 20 .2

Second
Posllfon
F
M

Third
Position•
F
M

by

Fourth
Position
F
M

56.4 % 48.8 % 59 .0% 39 .5% 42 . 7% 3 3.3 %
23.9
27 .9
17.1 22 .5 11.l
11.6
19 .7 23.3
23 .9 38 .0 46 .2 55 .0

•p= .05
Sourc e: J ean ie R Stanley , The University of Texas at 'Iyler

Domestic Constraints on Career Advancement
Domestic constraints, i.e., home and family responsibilities , continue to impede women's career advancement more than
that of men . 13 While it is an individual's attitude toward the
responsibilities as much as the actual time and effort involved
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which determines their impact, the tendency of women to accept
greater child, spouse, parent, and home responsibilities than
men usually results in one or more of the following consequences
for women's careers: 14
a. Reduction in time devoted to career 15
b. Reduction in Job opportunities, flexibility. and risk
takingl6

Decrease in energy level17
Increase in stress 18
Lower priority attached to career 19
Reduction of wages and financial resources available
for Job related training. 20
Marriage has a positive effect on men's wages but negatively affects the wages for women. 21 Wages for women drop with
each additional child. Men with children make higher wages than
men without children. 22 Married men are considered more
stable; married women are seen as less committed to their work
than unmarried women.
A majority of women want to combine career and family
during their adult life. They frequently do not foresee the
consequences:
Women are working more and earning higher wages. but
these gains have been offset by less leisure. fewer mar
riages. and increased financial responsibility for chil
dren. 23
Women with high levels of earnings are less likely than other
women to be married and more likely to be divorced. 2 4 Gender
differences in the current living situations of Texas administrators are consistent with these observations (Figure 1). Women
(55%) are significantly less likely than men (87%) to be married .
More women are divorced (26% of the women; 7% of the men) or
never married (18% of women; 2% of men). Although Texas
female administrators are significantly more likely than males to
regard child bearing, child care, and household tasks as interfering with their careers, women are more likely to have fewer
dependents living at home, no dependents (59% of women; 37%
of men). or to live alone (25% of women; 9% of men). Women
suggest that they receive assistance in their family responsibilities from their spouses, family members, and friends, but such
support apparently is not sufficient to keep those responsibilities
from impinging on their careers. Few administrators report any
support for domestic responsibilities from their supervisors or
employing institutions. It is not surprising, therefore, to find
significantly greater support among women for a variety of
c.
d.
e.
f.
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reforms which would reduce the negative impact of family responsibilities on career advancement.
Figure 1

Current Domestic Status of Texas Public Administrators ,
Grades 19 and Above , By Sex, 1986
N = 130 Males , 117 Females

100
~------------------------,
■

Female
■ Male

80

60

l
:.

0

"'
40

20

No Dependents

Married

Source: Jeanie A. Stanley, The Universityol Texas a1Tyler

Institutional Reforms to Address Gender Inequities
Women are more supportive of a representative bureaucracy and affirmative action for minorities and women than are
males, but the dilTerences in support by gender are significantly
greater with respect to representation and affirmative action for
women. Men are more supportive of affirmative action for ethnic
minorities than women; the opposite is true of women. Almost
twice the percentage of women (80%>)as men (44%) support
attention to child care as a workplace issue. Support among male
and female administrators for other reforms, including pay equity, suggests the possibility of reforms. All women and 88% of
the men support pay equity. Although almost three fo1;1rths of
both male and female administrators support flexible work
schedules, significantly more women favor job sharing.
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Conclusion
A study of high level public administrators in a major
state bureaucracy suggests that gender segregation and discrimination often noted at the lower levels persists at the top as
a result of both institutional and interpersonal practices. Although the general background, qualifications, and career development of male and female administrators are s1milar, women
are far more likely than men to have observed or experienced a
wide variety of discriminatory behaviors. That such pervasive
discrimination is reported by women who have "made it" in a
male dominated bureaucracy gives an additional dimension to
the findings. These women, and their male colleagues. are in a
position to correct inequities .
Although certain institutional characteristics, such as a
decentralized and inconsistent system of determining employment and promotion policies, may be unique to the locus of the
study (Texas), most of the findings are corroborated by other
research in both the public and private sectors. In addition to the
experience of workplace discrimination, for example, differences
in domestic responsibilities most clearly differentiate between
male and female administrators. Although women are less likely
than men to live in a traditional family situation, they are more
likely than males to report domestic impediments to their career
advancement and support reforms to address those impediments. Women, more than men, support representative bureaucracy and affirmative action policies; but the general recognition of discrimination and support for reform among both male
and female high level administrators suggests a potential for
reform.
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